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Maurice Draggon
Student Name____________________________________

Maurice Draggon
School____________________________________

Maurice Draggon
Please follow your teacher's instruction on use and return of packets. 
Por favor siga las instrucciones de su maestro sobre el uso y la devolución de los paquetes.
Tanpri swiv enstriksyon pwofesè  w sou jan pou w itilize ak retounen  pakè yo.
Por favor, siga as instruções do professor sobre o uso e o retorno dos pacotes
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Answer the question to review content 
from earlier this year.

Monday Day 1 

A.  measure the mass of the mineral with a pan balance  

B.  brush the mineral across a streak tile to check its streak color 

C.  use a graduated cylinder to find the volume of the mineral    

D. run water over the mineral to observe any sediments being carried away

Which of these is the best way to identify a mineral? 

Bell Ringer:

Use your prior knowledge to answer the question for this scenario.Probe:

Carla:  I think the plant will die after the flowers fall o!. 
Greg:  I think the blackberry fruit will start growing where the flowers are now. 
Sam:  I think new flowers will sprout quickly to replace those flowers.  

Three friends are looking at a blackberry 
plant covered with flowers.  They wonder 
what will happen to the blackberry plant 
when the flowers are gone.  

Who do you agree with the most? Explain why you agree. 



Plant Structures and Functions Activity:

 Draw a line from the flowering plant structure to a function of the structureExit Slip:

Label the structures of the flowering plant below, and give a brief description of the functions of those structures.
 

Flower

Fruit

Stem

Leaf

Root

absorbs water and nutrients from the soil 

the center of reproduction for a flowering plant 

where the plant makes food 

contains the seed of a flowering plant 

is the transportation system of a plant 



Reading Passage:

Tuesday Day 2 

Answer the question to review content 
from earlier this year.

A.  a change of state

B.  physical weathering

C.   a  new substance being formed  

D. e rosion

Cassandra is rubbing a rock on the sidewalk. The rock gets smaller, and dust is formed. 
Which type of change is happening? 

Bell Ringer:

Close  read and annotate the following passage, 
and then answer the related questions.

A flowering plant has been pollinated when pollen from the stamen (male part of the flower) is moved to the pistol 
(female part of the flower) by animals, wind or water.  The pollen moves down the pistil into the ovary. Fertilization 
occurs when the male pollen and female ovary combine to make an egg which turns into a seed.  The ovary 
then develops into a fruit, which protects the seed.  Seed dispersal (spreading out of seeds) occurs in di!erent 
ways.  Some fruits appeal to animals which eat the fruit and then spread the seeds in their droppings as they 
move about.   Some seeds have hooks that catch on to animal fur, and fall o! as the animal moves around. Some 
animals find acorns and then bury them in the ground near their home as a store for winter.  Many times these 
acorns are forgotten and germinate to grow into oak trees.  Some plants use the wind to blow and spread their 
seeds.  Other plants’ seeds drop into the water where they are carried to a suitable spot to germinate.  Seed 
dispersal is important because the seeds move away from the adult flowering plant to an area where they will 
receive the proper amount of space, light, water and nutrients to grow and be successful.  The seeds will then 
grow into an adult flowering plant which is able to reproduce. 

How is a flowering plant pollinated? 

How does fertilization occur?

What is seed dispersal?

What are three ways a seed can be dispersed?

Why is seed dispersal important?

Reading Passage Questions: 



Wednesday Day 3 

Answer the question to review content 
from earlier this year.

A. the material was heavy 

B.  the material was a solid 

C.   the material was made of crystals  

D. the material was found underground

Uri tests a material and determines that it is a mineral. Which of these observations supports his conclusion? 

Bell Ringer:

Use your prior knowledge to answer the question about this picture.Hook Picture:

Explain the process which is occuring in the picture above.



Flowering Plant Life Cycle Activity:
Cut out the terms and pictures.  Match each term to a picture.  Using the matched terms and pictures create a life cycle for 
the flowering plant.   Use arrows to show the direction. These can be placed in a circle on a table or pasted on to a large 
piece of paper. 

Seedling Germination

Adult Flowering Plant Seed Dispersal 

Fertilization Pollination

Seed



Give a brief description of what is occuring in each stage of the flowering plant life cycle 



Thursday Day 4

Answer the question to review content 
from earlier this year.

A. oil 

B. water 

C. heat   

D. wind

Which energy source does this device use to 
create electrical energy?

Bell Ringer:
Observe the picture and then answer the question. 

Reading Passage: Close  read and annotate the following passage, 
and then answer the related questions.

Although most plants reproduce with flowers there are two main groups of non-flowering plants.  Conifers or cone bearing 
plants use cones to protect their seeds to complete reproduction.  The adult conifer plant produces two di!erent cones.  
The smaller cone is the male that opens to release pollen, which is moved by the wind.  The larger cone is the female which 
opens to allow the pollen from the male cone to enter and find its way to the ovary found inside.  Fertilization occurs and 
seeds are produced.  The seeds fall to the ground and are dispersed to where they are able to germinate and grow into 
an adult conifer plant.  Sporing plants are the other group of non-flowering plants.  They are unable to produce seeds, and 
instead make spores to reproduce.  The more common types of plants which spore are mosses and ferns.  Spores are tiny 
single celled organisms much like seeds.  These plants produce huge numbers of spores on the bottom of their leaves.  The 
spores are dispersed by the wind.  This wind will disperse them to an area where they will be able to find the space, water, 
Sunlight and nutrients to germinate and grow into adult plants.

What are two types of non-flowering plants? 

Explain the two cones of a conifer 

How do conifers reproduce? 

How are spores dispersed? 

How do sporing plants reproduce? 

Compare and contrast how conifers and sporing plants reproduce using a Venn Diagram 

Reading Passage Questions: 



Friday Day 5

Bell Ringer: Answer the question to review content 
from earlier this year.

Use your prior knowledge to answer the question about this picture.Hook Picture:

A. Renewable resources do not harm the Earth, and nonrenewable resources do.

B.  Renewable resources are expensive to use, while nonrenewable resources cost less 

C.   Renewable resources will not run out, but nonrenewable resources will be used up in time  

D. Renewable resources are found above Earth’s surface, and nonrenewable resources are found underground

Some of Earth’s resources are renewable, and some are nonrenewable. Which of these explains the di!erence 
between the two types of resources? 

How are these two animals born? 

What do these two animals look like when they are young? 



Animal (Vertebrate) Life Cycle Activity:
Cut out the life cycle pictures of the four animals and the three provided Venn Diagrams.  Examine each animals’ life cycle 
and annotate important information.  Using the Venn Diagrams, compare and contrast the animals’ life cycles.  Compare at 
least three of the animals’ life cycles. 





 Compare and contrast deer and alligator life cycles in this Venn Diagram.Exit Slip:
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